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A formula is obtained for the global flow of inf xmation in a discrete Markov system 
which is defined on a locally finite graph. It is shown that the information flow is related 
to a random walk on the lattice of finite subgraphs of the graph. 
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1. Introduction 
A discrete Markov system is a stochastic model of a large system of 
interacting subsystems in which each elementary subsystem is a finite 
stochastic automata. There are two important classes of discrete Markov 
systems; synchronous ystems and asynchronous systems. A synchronous 
system corresponds to the case in which all automata re permitted to 
undergo state transitions imultaneously. This is in contrast o the con- 
tinuous time analogue in which case simultaneous state transitions of 
any two automata re forbidden, Although synchronous ystems have 
quite naturally been tised to model a number of biological phenomena 
(see Vasserstein [S]), it is demonstrated in [ 6] that synchronous ystems 
cannot mc,udel many systems in thermodynamic equilibrium such as the 
two dimensional Isi to obtain a discrete time evolution 
consistent ;vith the ie introduced in [6] the concept 
lich may be thought of as the dis- 
crete time anal of a continuous time system. 
ive of the study of arkov systems is the determina- 
Research partially supper ted by the 
ety for the Promotion of Science. 
National t?esetach Council of Canada and the Japan Socia 
tion of the global or macroscopi: behavior of complex lar 
example, if the internal noise is sufficiently intense then any structure 
organization inherent in the system will be dissipated and a 
erate macroscopic behavior will be the result; such a system 
an ergodic system. One approach to the study of this aspect 
systems theory is to analyze the r’low of information throu 
system, In [3] a mathematical formulation of information flow in a dis- 
crete Markov system was first i educed and it was demonstra 
the ergodicity of such a system 
inforlnation over macroscopic 
a result of the absence of the 
antes, In [4] a more detailed study of 
the information flow in one dimensional systems was described and in 
[ 5 ] the information flow in two special classes of Markov systems was 
considered. In this paper w for the global flow of in- 
formation in systems having an arbitrary locally finite interaction 
for both synchronous and async Conous Markov systems. In ad 
we obtain a relationship between the information flow and an auxiliary 
Markov chain whose state space is the collection of finite subgraphs of 
the interaction graph and WC’ show that the system is ergodic if the aux- 
iliary Markov chain is subcritical. 
Alternate approaches to the ergodic theory of discrete Mklrkov systems 
have been developed by C:.!rovcr [ 21 and Vasserstein [8]. 
2. Review of the basic conce 
Let A be a countable set, S a finite set and r = Sd. We can think of 
as the set of labels of the elementary subs and we can think of r 
as the set of all configurations over A. For 7 
denotes the state of the subsystem labele 
9 ly z cJ(Y,: a! E B) tlnd Q s $$& 
We next consider the construction of a 
r which will d.escribe the time t;volution of 
((0, I}, ~&8(r, $$)‘+ where TO is th 
15 ( f) 2, 3, . ..}. 
dex of the iinitin 
Xn &) s Y&(n)), that is, 
drJCz A, let 
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easurtx ~22~ and ml on (I’, CJ ) and a 
(r, 9 ) we can construct a measure 
Chain with 
PII IX = 0 1 = m,(CZ 9 (2.3) 
. . . is a time-horn neous Markov chain with 
en by the kernel 
We now restrict our attention to tw impoatan t subclasses of such 
arkov chains for which there is an a itional structure on A. We as- 
sume that A is a locally finite graph such that for each ~1 E A, 
sents the finite subset of sites in A which are connected to CII b 
terms of systems we can think of Iv(&) a the set of inputs t 
system and we call A the interaction gra h. For each clll E A, a mapping 
q l SN(a) ObS -+ [ 0, 1 ] is a 200~2 ~obability transition kernel if for each QI ’
5 E fcII). qJ{, l ) is a probability mass function on S. The probability 
transition kernel P(*, a) is said to be the synchronous kernel associated 
with the family (qJ*, ); gll E A) if for y E I?, 
(2.4) 
where II,y denotes the restriction of the function y to the domain C. 
Before describing the class of asynchronous systems we must intro- 
duce the notion of a totally disconnected random subset. Let 5p (A) de- 
note the collection of all subsets of A and let 3 denote the o-field of 
subsets of ‘9 (A) generated by events of the for 
(B) 5% {C: c WA), C3 B}, 
variable. The distribu- 
bset is a prob defined on (3(A), ~5 ).
otally disconnected if fcr any two finite 
> 
r contains no pair QI, /3 wit 
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We now define an asynchronous system as one in which simultanelous 
tratlsitions of interconnxted subsystems are forbidden and in which 
transitions occur on a &tally disconncxzted random subset. Let 
(q&): 0~ E A ) be a faqly of lccal transition kernels and let Q(e) be the 
distribution of a totally ‘disconr,ected random subset of A . Q(m) will 
serve as the “speed meas,.;ure” fcr the asynchronous system. 
chronous kernel asso&&d with {qa: it E A} and Q(e) is defined by 
P[ Y, (7: y&(r) = x,9 Qr E m = 
for each finite set B and choice of (x,: a! E B}. 
Let (42, 9, {X,,: n 3 0}, P) represent adiscrete Markov system wit 
local transition kernels (q&, l ): a E A}. Consider finite subalgebras 
73, 3 Yz, 73 and 55 of 9 and let gQ (Yi) denote the set of atoms of Yi. 
The entropy of Yi is defined by 
where all logarithms are taken to base two. 
YI given Y2 is defined by 
(2.6) 
T,tie conditional entropy in 
1 
P[A n B] log (P[A I B]) . 
(2.7) 
and F2 is defined by 
(2.8) 
and the mutual information in TI, ‘S2 and $?a is defined by 
1(5$ A 92 A S$“r<!F~ IA )-I(!Fl A ?*I Fj). (2.9) 
A ‘Jj I F4) = I( T 1 ~4)---1( 3; A 
denotes the smallest algebra contain 
to note that IQ YI A Yq) 3 L 
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I( 91 A t72 A ) and I( 9, A T2 n S+ F4) can be either positive or nega- 
tive. 
consider the discrete Markov system (S&9, {X,: n > 0}, B) 
bras 3, and Fj forJ C A, n 2 i, be defined as above. We 
now consider FFfvc,, as the input andY f 1 as the output of a communica- 
channel. The transmission coejjkkit of this channel is defined to 
be 
(2.12) 
where the supremum is taken over all choices of the initial measures 
IQ, q. 
3. Global flow of information for sv . chronous systems 
if a system has a number of different stable macroscopic behaviours, 
then these behaviours are determined bv the initial conditions. The de- . 
e of the subsystem corresponding toJ c A on the initial condi- 
tions is described by 1(9, A 97) which denotes the proportion of the 
“initial condition” information which is contained in the subsystem in- 
dexed by J at time n. It has beepl demonstrated in [ 41 that if I(?, A Ss> -+ 0 
as n + = for all finite J c A, then the system is ergodic. In this section 
we derive an upper bound for 1(9, A $). 
Lemma 3.1. Let B, = {q, a2, . . . . CY~} and B, = (PI, pz, . . . . &) be finite 
(possibly empty) subsets of A, are E A, cyo 4 B and n >, 1. Then 
tvhere WC adopt the convention tht 
oof. Given x,* ~S,.u,~S,cr~B~,y~~:j,p~B~clN(ao)andi~{ 
it cm be verified by a straightforward calciulation that 
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This implies that, conditional on 9kC,,, 9!$ is independent of 
But (3.2) demonstrates that even conditienal on the event 
w rt+l, at =xoI) (x E B,: Xti o = vo, /S B,) 
the channel from c3;k(,, to ST:, is’ defined by q%(*, e) and hence is 
identical to the channel from &‘yoj to 91%). If we then consider th 
definition (2.6) of P(Q) with the roles of mO and ml in that definition 
being played by 
P[X,~~iX,,,.=x,;cu~B,,X,~=_v~,p~8*,X,=il, 
j = 0, l,, then (3.3) follow; and the proof is cbmplete. Cl 
roof. We have 
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ing (3.4) we then obtain 
*(TO A %“a n+’ I~;)=~(?oA9, It+1 I FE) +p1(9, AT;,,, 19;) 
+ pl( 7, A ,;+-I 1 Fn 
b N(a.)u K 1 
so that the proof is complete. q
We now introduce the shorthand notation 
I,+(JlK) = /(To A s;! I 9:-l), 
I,(JlK)= I(FT, AT; IT;), ?l = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
Note that In(Jl 0 and I,*(JIK) > 0. We can rewrite (3.5) as 
1,+,1(Ju~lK)~(1-p)i,+,,(JlK)+pl,~+,(JIKuN’&))+pl,(N(cu)l~. 
(3*6) 
Given a set fu’nction E&9, we set 
E,(JIK) = E&Ju K) - E&K), E;t(JI#) = E,(J) 
we define En’+, (0 Il ) and En+&* Il ) recursively as follows: 
u pJ(a)I + pEn(N(cu) I 0 
E2+(“, u ,.. u a$ I (3.8) 
where for k = 1, . . . . N -- 1,’ is the sum over all subsets of {al, .. . . arlv) 
having’(N - k) elements. k 
oof. By (3.7) 
E& I K) = pEp(q I K) 
E&Q u a2 lK)=(l -p)E;(a,lK)+pE;(al IKuN(a2j)+pE1 
= (1 - p) pE#V(cu,) IK) + p2E,(N(a,) I Ku N(q) *I .di”(X(a2)IK) 
=(I -P~P[E~(NOIK)+E~(N((~~)IK)~ +p2E~W~~+V’o)lK). 
e now proceed by mathematical induction. Let us assume that for all K, 
EpY* u . . . u a,lK)= jFk(l -- p)k E,(N((u$) u **a U 1v(olin, k) ‘K) 1 
Then by (3.7) 
c *+ +‘yl J . . . U Q+~ )= (1 -p)E&xl u . . . u ‘YjV 10 
+pE;(al u . . . u cllN I
+ P 
N-k U 
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u . . . u 9 1 Iir u N(cu,+ - 99 + E, (N(~N+l 9 J 1 
we obtain 
2+(“1 u . . . u cYN+’ I 
N-l 
=w--=P9 pN-k( 1 -p)k ~l(N(~i~) u . . . u Ni, k) I - 
+ PC1 - P9N q(N(a,,l9 1 K9 
+P pNmk (l~p)~ F El(N(a,,) u l ee u N(aiN_k) u N(Qi,,,)lK 
Hence combining terms we obtain 
E;(al u...u’yN+I IK)= pN’l-k (1 - p)k C E1(N(~i,) U ... U N(olin,,l 
k - 
k ’ KS 
and the proof is complete. III 
If E i(J) 2 Ef(J) for all J, then E:(J) >r E:(J) for all J and 
roof. Pqote that for i = 1, 2, 
JFk( 1 - p)k E~(N(olil) u .0. u N(aiN - k) 
II coefficients are ative the result ic; obvious. •I 
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ence 
rl(N(~i~)U ,.. LJ N(ariN k . 
k - ))I 
ence .J,(J) G E&J). be the transformatio from En to En+1 and 
proceed by induction. If I,(J) G En(J) for all J, then 
‘n-&l(‘) ’ “(1,(‘) (E, (‘1) = En+l (*) 
and the: proof is complete. 0
core 3.6. If I Al(a) I G m for each a! and mp < 1, then in(J) + 0 as 
n + 00 fortzach.K A. 
ithout loss of generality we can assume that 
E,(a, u . . . U @k) Gi ky 
where “y is a constant. Then 
E& u . . . u CYN) < 
k=O 
pN-“(1 -p)k 
k 
EICN(~il) U .a* [J N("iN 
- )!I k 
N-l 
= NTmp 
k=O 
pW-W-k(~ _# (N,‘> 
ence 
= Nypm(p + (1 .- ,I) 
roof is com- 
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et us return to the equation 
En+*(al u . . . u “J = 
k=O k 
En(N((yil) u l a0 u N(“iN - ,))I /lNek (1 -- p)ka 
(3.9) 
e will now find a probabilistic interpretation. LetF ( ) denote the class 
of finite subsets of A. Consider a arkov chain [ Y,] with state space 
!?(A) and with transition probabilities given by 
P = JL p’K’(1 - p)‘J’- ‘K’ if L (3 (J U &/)’ = @ 
KuaK=L 
where UC E [(Y: ~1 E N(p), @ E Kj. Pn other words a random subset of J is 
chosen and then all the boundary points are added. (3.9) can then be re- 
written as 
ence 
qI+&o = (TnE,) (3.10) 
.Note that 0 is an absorbin state for the arkov chain. Let 
p* E asn-+ =] = 1). (3.11) 
Note that if p < p*, that is, the system is “‘subcritical”, then I,(J) -+ 0 as 
y1--, = for all J and {he s m is ergodic. 
Hey [ 71). Assume that there exists a fwzctim 
f(e) on F (A) satisfving 
fwb= 0 9 (3.12) 
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oof. Note that [Yfl-+@asn-+=]= 3 ifandonlyif 
lim supn_ I Y,I I = =] = 0. If.f’(*) is superharmonic, thenj’( Y,) is a 
non-negative supermartingale. t every non-negati 
converges almost surely to a fi valued function. 
[ limsup IY,I=~ =O 
I, II-+= 1 
and the proof is complete. 0 
The following examples are closely related to those presented by Holley 
in [7]. 
le 3.9. Let A = T3 (the 3-tree). Given a finite set B, a point cy E B 
is said to be an end point if we can travel outwards from B in two direc- 
tions without returning to B. We then define 
j‘(B) = Number of end points in B . 
Given Yn we must compute the value of j’( Y,+,). When an endpoint is in- 
cluded in the random subset, this increases by 2 the number of such end- 
points. Wh$n an endpoint is excluded then there is a decreases of 1 if the 
neighbouring interior point is also excluded, otherwise the net change is 
zero. Henclz 
P,,f’(L)~j‘(J)[l+2P-(l--)2]. .I 
But then f(e) is superharmonic if 1 + 9-p - (1 - p)” < 1, that IS, if 
p< 2-$rG .2679. Hence p* > .2679. Note that this is an Improvement 
on the estimate p* > 25 obtained from Theorem 3.6. 
xa and N(cr) f (IX -- a, CY + 11. In this Case let 
j’(B) = diameter of gain we consider the computaSon of ff!‘,z+l ) 
given Y,2. If an end hint is included in the random subset then the 
eter increases by 1. an end point is excluded th 
by 1 or more if its interior neighbour is also exclu 
then 
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Let us now consider an asynchronous arkov system associated with 
the family {qa (* , 0). c11 E A) and the speed measure Q(e). Let Z, denote 
the random subset of A at which transitions are allowed between time n 
and time y2 + 1. Let 81, = o(E,J. Also let 
\k(J) --= z IDI [Q(U(D)n L(J- D))] . 
DCJ 
IDI 
X kFO p’D’-k (1 - ,o)~ c I,((J -D) u N(cq,) u 0.9 u hJ(i~~,~,_~)) 
k I 
where xk represents the sum over all subsets of D containing ( IDI - k) 
elements. 
ence 
A < A ) . 
ence 
G - . 
ut according to hecrem 3.3, 
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IDl-1 
I+ 
e then obkdn the result by ecomposing I, (J - ) and collecting terms.O 
ithout loss of gnerality we can assume that X,(J) < -ylJi where 
y is a constant. Then by Theorem 4.1, 
IDI 
X p’D’-k(l _p)k (IJ-Dly+(lDl-- k)my) 
k=Q k 
iDi-k(l -p)k(lJ-Dly -I= (I l - k) (‘f!> my) 
ee 
. 
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